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1 The Support Programme in brief     
 

Introduction 

This report describes and analyses the programme of training and support for those 

Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) and Standard Setting Bodies (SSBs) 1 not engaged in 

the LSC/QCA QCF fast track programme 2007 -2008. The programme focused on 

support for the development of units and key vocational qualifications for the 

Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF), as part of the VQ reform programme 

and the alignment of key vocational qualifications with public funding in England.  

1.1 Summary of the Report   

 Section 1: The Support Programme in brief - provides background information 

on the programme, a summary of what the training and support programme 

provided and which SBs were involved and an overview of project activities. 

Section 2: Methodology - outlines sources of evidence and other information 

used in writing this report, the basis of analysis of our interactions with SSCs and 

SSBs and the methodology we used to conduct our analysis and produce this 

report.  

Section 3: The Credit Works Process Map and how it was used by SSCs and 

SSBs. 

Section 4: Support activities and outcomes provides a summary of the project 

activities, milestones  and outcomes; headline information on the training and 

support provided and Credit Works interactions with SBs; including types of events 

and activities. 

Section 5: Issues and analysis identifies the main issues that arose in the 

programme and provides an analysis.   

Section 6: Recommendations sets out actionable recommendations to address 

the issues identified in our analysis as well as a number of discussion points.    

Appendix 1 is a Suggested process for assigning credit and level to QCF units;    

an example of a tool that can be used to support SBs through a key stage in the 

development of QCF units, working with and consulting AOs and providers to 

ensure the right expertise is used in coming to decisions and ensuring Ofqual 

requirements are met by those (QCF unit) submitting organisations not approved to 

award QCF qualifications.  

 

 1.2 Background  

 

1.2.1 LSC priorities 

A summary of background information on the UK Vocational Qualifications Reform 

Programme (UK VQRP) and specifically LSC’s priorities to 2013 can be found using 

the web link on the Contents page of this report. This programme primarily 

supported LSC’s work in achieving priorities 1 and 2.  

                                                 
1
 Sector Skills Councils and Standard Setting Bodies are collectively referred to as ‘Sector Bodies’ (SBs) 

through the report and as SSCs and SSBs only where it is necessary to make a distinction.  
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The programme focused on support to develop key qualifications which would be 

publicly funded and identified in SSC SQS and subsequent SSC/B (completed) 

Action Plans (APs); specifically full Level 2 qualifications. 

LSC was the contracting organisation for this project. Key agencies, particularly 

UKCES, QCA and Ofqual were consulted throughout. 

 

1.2.2 LSC planned work and the support programme 

The LSC is taking forward the implementation of the QCF with a view to business 

processes being fully aligned to the QCF by 2010. As part of QCF implementation 

the LSC is focusing on the following critical areas: 

1. Aligning funding to support the new framework 

2. Aligning performance measures to support the new framework 

3. Reviewing the implications for business processes of funding bodies of QCF   

 implementation 

4. Transition planning   

This programme primarily related to the objectives of bullet point 2.  

“ The project will, through focused capacity building activities, support SSCs/Bs to 

address specific areas of LSC priority with regard to implementation of Vocational 

Qualification Reform (specifically sector qualification reform and the QCF), including 

development of qualifications for: 

 Entry Level and Level 1 to populate Progression Pathways being developed 

as part of the Foundation Learning Tier programme 

 ‘Full level 2’ qualifications 

 ‘Full level 3’ qualifications 

 Level 4 qualifications 

 Unit development ”2 

The Credit Works training and support programme operated between November 

2008 – March 31 2009 and was designed to assist those specified SBs in the 

development of QCF units and qualifications for use as soon as possible and at the 

latest for delivery from August 2010.  

 

1.2.3 The Credit Works ‘Process Map’  

Credit Works began work on the development of a Process Map in 2007, working 

with SSCs and awarding organisations (AOs) through the QCF tests and trials, then 

the fast track support programme for SSCs in 07/083, and then the support 

programme in 2008-2009. Credit Works developed this Process Map with SBs as a   

tool to help SBs get the best from the QCF.  The Process Map was introduced in this 

project at the initial seminar with SBs in November 2008 and was the key 

conceptual and methodological tool used by Credit Works to underpin and manage 

the SB training and support programme.  

The Process Map therefore is a direct result of collaborative work with SBs between 

2007-2009. The version included in this report has not been published or circulated 

                                                 
2
 LSC Project brief 

3
 Credit Works, Support the development of fast-track qualifications into the QCF as part of the VQ 

reform programme and the alignment of priority qualifications with public funding. LSC 2008 
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before; this project used the Process Map from the outset and each SB took from 

what was most useful to them. All SBs in one way or another contributed to its 

development during this project.  

The Process Map is meant to help SBs get the best from the QCF by creating a 

sector relevant framework of units and includes:  

 the concepts underpinning the Process Map  

 a design model  

 and a methodology that can be used to get from A to B – from National 

Occupational Standards or any other reference point to a sector relevant 

framework of QCF units, pathways and qualifications.  

The Process Map has no formal status – its representation in this report does not 

mean that it is endorsed in any way by LSC. The Process Map summarises and sets 

out in a neutral structured form what we would consider to be and have identified 

as SB best practice to date in strategic use of the QCF.  

The main recommendation in this report made by Credit Works is for QCA and SBs 

to consider the Process Map and make best use of it to support strategic sector use 

of the QCF.  

The Process Map is not a substitute for current QCA guidance; it makes best use of 

the guidance published at the time of writing and in Recommendations in Section 6 

below we suggest that a number of tools could usefully be developed by QCA (and 

other agencies if appropriate) to enhance strategic sector use of the QCF. Some of 

the tools suggested may already be ‘in the pipeline’ for development; which tools 

are now developed is a matter for QCA and other relevant agencies to decide.    

 

1.3 Sector Bodies engaged in the training and support programme  

 On behalf of the LSC, Credit Works provided expert support to develop the 

capability and capacity of specified SSCs and SSBs to develop QCF units and key 

vocational qualifications for public funding for use in their sector and across sectors.  

The project focused on SSCs that were not targeted for the first phase Fast Track 

support programme in 2007-20084 and a number of specified SSBs. Capacity 

building activities focused on supporting these SSCs and SSBs to develop agreed 

QCF units and key vocational qualifications for public funding.  

The programme built on the work to support SSCs and their associated awarding 

bodies (now referred to in the QCF as awarding organisations (AOs)) undertaken 

through the QCF tests and trials (2006-2008); the work undertaken for LSC and 

QCA to support the development of fast track qualifications by SSCs and their 

associated AOs; and address recommendations made in the Credit Works report, 

April 2008.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 The ‘fast track’ support programme in 2007-2008 built the capacity of and supported 11 SSCs and their 
associated awarding bodies in developing units and vocational qualifications for the QCF which were a 

priority for public funding.   
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Sector Skills Councils: Standard Setting Bodies: 

 

Skills for Care and Development   Council for Administration 

LLUK  Institute of Customer Services 

Skillsmart Retail Management Standards Centre 

Summit Skills And from January 2009:  

 

Government Skills SFEDI 

People 1st  HABIA 

E and U Skills  CILT 

Skillset MSSSB 

Asset Skills ECITB 

Go Skills   

Automotive Skills   

Financial Services Skills   

Creative and Cultural Skills  

Skills for Justice   

 

The project focused on cross-sectoral SSBs in the first instance; further scoping 

resulted in a number of LSC specified SSBs being included in the support 

programme from January 09 with a remit to focus on development of full level 2 

qualifications.  

 

1.4 The training and support programme offer  

 

1.4.1 The programme:   

1. Provided initial guidance to enable specified Sector Bodies (SBs) to 

undertake self-assessment of their own technical capacity and capability to 

take forward and oversee the development of QCF units and priority 

qualifications for funding. The self assessment process was designed to be 

simple and straightforward to ensure each SB considered all implications 

before Credit Works embarked on offering any proper training and guidance. 

As part of its self assessment each SB was required to specify staff and 

identify their roles in relation to unit and qualification development; ensure 

that senior management in the organisation agreed to and were committed 

to a strategic approach to QCF unit and qualification development; sign up 
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to a support programme which was synchronised with the SB Action Plan 

(AP) including agreed outputs for delivery by March 31 2009.  

2. Used the Credit Works Process Map to demonstrate how a sector framework 

of units could be developed to generate all QCF qualifications and respond to 

a range of demands; from sector as well as government priorities, to 

demands from employers for recognition of the outcomes of in-company 

training. This approach worked successfully in 0708 with those fast track 

SSCs looking for a way to use the QCF strategically and systematically.  

3. Used the outcomes of each SSC/B self assessment to design customised 

packages of support to be agreed with specified SSCs/Bs based on their 

initial assessment of their SQS AP. 

4. Provided each specified SSC/B with training and guidance to take forward 

QCF units and priority qualifications for funding identified in SQS and 

subsequent SQS APs, taking account of all logistical factors and ensuring 

synergy with the LSC timetable for the process of progressively aligning 

funding with SSC approved vocational qualifications within the QCF (i.e. full 

level 2, full level 3, and appropriate units and qualifications at Entry Level 

and Level 1).  

1.4.2 Customised training and support  

Credit Works offered high level strategic support and advice, delivered face to face 

training and provided on-line and telephone expert technical support to SBs.  

Support packages included a number of training modules based on the experience, 

models and resources developed through the fast-track (2007-2008) process.  

These included for example:  

 How to Develop a Sector relevant Framework of QCF Units pathways and 

Qualifications for your Sector  

 Developing structures for priority qualifications  

 Using rules of combination (RoC) to Support Qualification Purposes and 

Credit Accumulation and Transfer (CAT)  

 Writing QCF Units  

During the programme Credit Works also developed a suggested process for 

assigning credit value and levels to QCF units. Training and workshops in applying 

this process was also provided to SBs. 

 

Specialised training and development activities were also undertaken, in relation to 

for example, developing a single assessment strategy for all VQs in a sector; 

recognising prior learning and achievement; using the QCF to recognise the 

outcomes of in-company training; how to develop qualifications at Entry Level and 

Level 1 that will be eligible for inclusion with FLT Progression Pathways.  

Projects were supported to develop specific units and qualifications to meet QCF 

technical specifications. This included, amongst other areas, support to: 

 Interpret and use the guidance materials for developing units and 

qualifications in the QCF 

 Develop units that are described in terms of outcomes and assessment 

criteria 

 Determine the level of units 

 Determine the credit value of units 
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 Combine units through rules of combination to coherent qualifications 

 Consider assessment requirements and arrangements 

 Align qualifications at Level 2 with Level 2 design principles 

 

1.4.3 Dissemination and Sharing Practice  

Appropriate methods, including use of the Credit Works website, were used in the 

project to disseminate and share best practice among SBs. The project made 

positive use of the expertise developed through the QCF Tests and Trials (2006-

2008) and the Fast Track Support Programme (2007-2008) and increasingly as the 

programme developed, new expertise developing among SB staff. Credit Works  

used its good offices to bring SB staff together to problem solve where there was 

mutual interest, to broker mutual support where possible and appropriate; involve 

and worked with SB staff in the delivery of training modules and seminars.  

Credit Works disseminated and shared best practice among SSCs/Bs through email, 

focus groups and seminars, and its own website. Dissemination activities were   

used to:  

 Help SSCs/Bs understand what the LSC means by key vocational 

qualifications aligned to funding 

 Provide tips, shortcuts, hints or guidance in using the QCF to develop units 

and qualifications  

 Identify and share good practice identified through the support programme  

 Reference and, if appropriate, build upon existing QCF materials and 

guidance  

 The detailed technical support provided focused on those qualifications and units 

which were likely to be eligible as priority qualifications for funding. SSCs were able 

to transfer knowledge and skills acquired in this way to the development of all QCF 

units and qualifications.    

1.4.4. Response to the support programme offer   
 

The support programme offer was welcomed at the initial seminar and in telephone 

interviews conducted before and after the seminar. The offer appeared to respond 

to SB need; there was strong support from the outset for the customised approach 
and in almost all cases the response was, ‘Yes, we will need all of that’.  

 

Participants also welcomed the offer of informal and continuous telephone support 

offered by a named Credit Works Director.  
 

Participants were keen to learn from each other and we found we were increasingly 

channelling examples of good practice through all available channels; in workshops 

and other face to face meetings, via email and the Credit Works website. The 
strong interest in sharing ideas and information on line meant that we concentrated 

our efforts on developing a resource to deliver this rather than planning 

collaborative seminars. Though we used the Credit Works website for invitation only 

forum discussions on key topics, we found that participants in practice were looking 

for guidance from our team on what constituted good practice and accurate 
interpretation of the regulations and guidance. As SBs develop their skills in using 

the QCF we would hope they become more confident about sharing practice and 

solving problems.     
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1.5 Overview of programme activities 

 

The programme made good and steady progress from inception in November 
2008 and delivered the major outputs through to March 31 2009 on time. SSCs/Bs 

were positive in their responses to the offer of training and support from the outset.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

                                                 
5 Except for those SSBs that joined the programme in January 09. 

November 08  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
December 08 - 

January 09 

 

 

December   
– March 09 

A briefing paper was circulated to all the SSCs/Bs along with a self 

assessment response pro forma. Telephone interviews were 

conducted with participants.  Self assessment responses were 

delivered on time, (November 10 2008) with one exception.  The 
‘launch’ seminar at LSC on November 3rd was well attended and well 

received by all participants. Credit Works Associates attended an initial 

briefing/training seminar and delivered support and guidance to SBs on 

unit development. Credit Works Directors undertook strategy sessions 
with each organisation’s management5 in December and January (with 

one exception undertaken in early March); training days were 

delivered through December 2008 and January 2009 and remaining 

commitments booked through to March 2009. Telephone and email 

advice on unit and qualifications development was provided between 
December 2008 and March 2009; web development put online advice, 

information, learning resources and forums for collaboration in place.  

Open Forums for Learning were accessible on the CW website and 

SSCs/Bs in the project received passworded access to Special 
Forums from January 16th. SBs said they would in the short term, 

prefer to interact and access information and examples of practice on 

line and meet face to face to problem solve in areas of agreed mutual 

interest. One Credit Works’ Director was allocated to each SSC/B and 
provided ongoing advice to relevant SSC/B named SMT members. 
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2 Methodology 
 
Each of the specified SBs was sent a briefing paper on the programme and 

requested to attend a launch seminar at LSC. The substance of the briefing paper is 

summarised in Section 1.6 above.     
 
Each SB named contact was then asked to complete a self assessment 

questionnaire (see web link to the questionnaire on the Contents page of this 

report) by a specified date on current SB capacity and capability in respect of the 

QCF and their SQS and implementation of their Action Plan, with a focus on priority 
qualifications for public funding. Initial telephone discussions or face to face 

meetings followed with a CW director, to interpret the self assessment results and 

agree a planned training and support programme to March 31 09.  

 
Meetings with members of the QCA QCF team (in November 2008) and UKCES 

Director of Qualifications (January 09) were held to describe the programme and 

explain the Credit Works’ approach. Issues and questions relating to the QCF 

Regulations 2008 were addressed in discussions with Ofqual via email and 

telephone.  
 

Regular contact was maintained with the LSC contract manager and LSC VQ team 

members.     

 
These interactions were supplemented by desk research to analyse emerging policy 

development, implementation plans and related issues, e.g. on full level 2 and 3, 

FLT Progression Pathways, and the LSC Annual Statement of Priorities 09/10 were 

examined. 
  

Information from SBs was collected from interactions throughout the training and of 

the support programme and through continuous dialogue between Credit Works 

and the SBs. Analysis of notes and logs of the following activities provided a rich 

source of information and opinion that helped to identify the issues and analysis set 
out in Section 5 and frame the Recommendations in Section 6. 

 

These activities included:  

 
o training days   

o workshops 

o planning meetings 

o AO forums 
o telephone discussions 

o email exchanges  

o snapshot surveys 

o final evaluation by SBs 
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3  The Credit Works Process Map 
 

3.1 Origins and rationale  

 
SBs’ role in implementation of VQ reform is now central and the demand for rapid 

progress is even greater than it was a year ago. We believe SBs must work 

methodically on QCF unit and qualification development to meet aspirations and 

deadlines. Our approach has been to encourage SBs to plan their route in detail 
using (what we have called) a Process Map to guide them through. 

 

The Process Map is intended to help SBs realise these key policy objectives:  

 

 Support the transfer of achievement, and the accumulation of achievements 
towards full qualification (CAT) 

 

 Encourage and support progression 

 
 Simplify the offer to employers and learners 

 

 Make the system more accessible 

 
 Make the system more flexible  

 

 Avoid unnecessary repetition and duplication of learning and assessment   

 
And to be used to design or accommodate:  

 

 Full level 2 and 3 requirements  

 

 FLT Progression Pathways 
 

 Apprenticeship pathways and qualifications 

 

 Customised employer qualifications 
 

 Cross-sector pathways to qualifications 

  

The training and support programme was about how to support SBs to get the best 
from the QCF to design key vocational units and qualifications for publicly funded 

VQs and to realise these reform VQ aspirations; hence the title of this report.  

 

This meant making best use of the experience of all parties involved in the QCF 

tests and trials (2006-2008), the SSC Fast Track programme and report (2007-
2008) and the current QCA support pack and the guidance therein. We also made 

use of our experience in working on the development of the CQFW (2004-2006) 

and as SBs became more engaged in the detail of how to get the best from the 

QCF, ways of working explored in research undertaken for development of the QCF 
(2003-2009).   

 

We began the programme with a concept, model and methodology for using the 

QCF which we called the Credit Works Process Map.  This was developed with 
significant SB involvement in the SSC Fast Track (2007-2008) programme. The 

Process Map was presented at the LSC launch seminar on November 3rd 2008 and 

was developed and refined through SB input and shared practice during the 

programme. It is still a work in progress; as practitioners develop new ideas and 
ways of getting the best from the QCF, these must be shared.  
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The Process Map refers to and is intended to work effectively within the parameters 

of the Ofqual Regulations for the QCF (2008). Best use is made of the QCF support 

pack and guidance which is referenced throughout.  
 

The QCF regulations and guidance have been interpreted and explored with SBs to 

develop (and improve) the Process Map over time.  

 
NOTE: The Process Map describes stages in planning and designing QCF units and 

qualifications that need consideration ahead of the detailed exercise of developing 

units and qualifications for the QCF to meet the QCF technical requirements and 

regulations. Ofqual regulations and all QCA published guidance were used and 
considered throughout.    

  

3.2 Sector Body ‘must haves’ 

 
There are of course other ways to use the QCF. However the Fast Track Project 

(0708) found6 that whatever an SB’s approach, there were ‘must haves’ for 

SSCs/Bs if they were to succeed in using the QCF to realise government aspirations 

for qualifications reform. The Process Map is intended to help SBs to understand 

and make use of these following ‘must haves’:   
 

1. A clear concept of the relationship between QCF units/qualifications and 

National Occupational Standards (NOS)    

 
2. A model which allowed the SB to identify: 

 

2.1. An overall rationale for rules of combination for QCF qualifications for 

their sector  
 

2.2. An overall plan for QCF pathways and qualifications  

 

2.3. How the skills and knowledge required to meet standards will be 

identified and assessed using QCF units    
 

2.4. A methodology for developing a sector relevant framework of units, 

pathways and qualifications  

 
3. An adaptable learning approach which allows partners and any party with a 

legitimate interest to challenge and test the SB’s concepts and methodology 

                                                 
6 Credit Works, Final Report Support the development of fast-track qualifications into the QCF as part of 

the VQ reform programme and the alignment of priority qualifications with public funding. LSC April 7 
2008 
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3.3 What is the Process Map?  

 

The Process Map provides a route from any reference point (NOS, other standards, 
legislation, a syllabus) to a sector relevant framework of QCF units from which all 

QCF VQs can be drawn. It comprises a concept, model and methodology, and 

these are set out in this section.  

 
Please use the diagram above to guide you through the explanation in this 

section of how we use the Process Map.  

 

The following examples can be found using the web links on the Contents page of 
this report. These exemplify how some SBs have applied the Process Map to meet 

their own sector requirements:  

 

 Skills for Care and Development has used the Process Map to develop a set 
of design principles and apply them to the task of creating a sector relevant 

framework of units, pathways and qualifications, packaging them within a 

Project Managers Support Pack. We have added selections from the SFCD 

pack as examples.   

 
 Summit Skills has developed an Assessment strategy and set of Assessment 

requirements by cohort so that the same units can be accessed and used by 

all learners, from new entrants to experienced qualified workers.  

 
Who should do what and when?  

 

 We would advocate that the SB takes the lead on key qualification 

development;  
 

 that the SB works with employers to seek agreement and understanding of 

their ‘broad rules of combination’ and the benefits of their approach to the 

QCF;  

 
 and with AOs and providers on the mechanics and detail of design and 

delivery.  

 

Whether or not the SB is a recognised organisation for submitting units 
 and/or rules of combination, the Process Map encourages working from the general 

to the specific, involving interest groups as appropriate en route. As the tasks 

become more specific it will be important to work within design principles and 

unit/qualification writing conventions, especially where a number of internal and 
external staff are involved in the detail. This will save money, time and energy.  

 

3.4.1 Concept: defining Knowledge and Skill 

 
First, define the terms: to understand the Process Map concept, model and 

methodology we needed a strong degree of consensus on these terms, not 

necessarily word for word but certainly conceptually. 

 

Knowledge is the outcome of the collection and assimilation of information 
through learning.  

 

Some SBs found the following further division helpful.  

 
Process knowledge - acquired information necessary to do a job. This is the 

minimum knowledge you need in order to operate at work – pushing the right 

buttons to make a machine produce lager, knowing the right clothing to wear at 
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work, knowing how to cut wood in a straight line, knowing the right proportions for 

mixing materials. 

 
Additional knowledge – acquired information related to but not always needed to 

do a job. Such knowledge may enhance understanding such as understanding of 

principles of fermentation, of food contamination, of properties of materials, of 

chemical reactions, of wider aspects of law, of the composition of beauty products.  
 

Additional knowledge is often included in Apprenticeship qualifications to provide a 

broader base of knowledge and understanding among new entrants than is required 

to meet the ‘threshold of competence’ for a particular job role. Such knowledge 
may have been included in a technical certificate but was not necessarily explicitly 

identified as additional (rather than process) knowledge.   

 

NOS are likely to contain Process knowledge and may not contain additional 
knowledge; this is understandable as NOS are generated from functional analysis of 

occupational roles, where process knowledge dominates.  

 

Some employers may however require their staff to have additional knowledge, of 

their company, its methods and its products. A sector relevant framework of units 
can accommodate recognition of such additional knowledge and within Rules of 

Combination for a qualification, without undermining the pre-eminence in the 

qualification of necessary process knowledge and skills.  

 
This accommodation is important for SBs; employers are more likely to understand 

what they want from process knowledge and have different views on additional 

knowledge. The SB needs to design ROC that can accommodate these differences 

while maintaining the overall coherence of the pathway or qualification.  
 

These knowledge concepts emerged originally from work with Improve SSC in the 

Fast Track programme 0809 and how they saw different types of knowledge and 

how these 2 types could be recognised through QCF units. Some SBs have found 

the distinction useful in writing their design principles for QCF units and 
qualifications.  

 

Skill - the ability to use and apply one's knowledge effectively and readily in 

execution or performance.  
 

Skill is not to be confused with ‘competence’ or ‘proficiency’. These are overarching 

terms for the application of a combination of skills and knowledge – and in the 

language of VQs - ultimately demonstrated in the ‘workplace’.  
 

3.4.2 Concept: The relationship between NOS and QCF units/qualifications 
 

Almost all SBs were now happy to accept that NOS and QCF units are not the same. 
The practice of N/SVQ design that effectively replicated NOS as they were written 

as the basis of VQs was probably the cause of most misunderstanding (about the 

NOS/QCF relationship) among SBs in the QCF tests and trials (2006-2008)and the 

Fast Track programme (2007/2008). It was noticeable that the NOS/QCF 

relationship was much less of a conceptual issue in the 2008/09 support 
programme and only a small minority of SBs (one SSC and one SB) continued to 

attempt to replicate NOS ‘one to one’, word for word in QCF units.   

 

QCF units of assessment can be used to measure whether a person has the 
necessary skills and/or knowledge and understanding to meet the requirements of 

an occupational standard. One simple way of distinguishing NOS from QCF units 

and qualifications is to see QCF units as the means of assessing whether an  
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individual has met occupational standards (regardless of how these standards are 

expressed) through a process of learning and assessment that is transparent and 

objective. NOS describe ‘what an individual needs to do, know and understand in 
order to carry out a particular job role or function.’ The question to ask is, ‘what 

skills and knowledge does a person need to meet those requirements?  - and that is 

what is assessed through the QCF unit.  

 
3.4.3 Concept: recognising skills and knowledge requirements in a QCF 

unit 

 

A QCF unit may be written which:  
 

 Groups skills and knowledge together 

 

 Separates skills and knowledge so that it is possible to assess their 
achievement discretely 

 

 Even though skills and knowledge may be contained in separate QCF units, 

this does not mean they have to be acquired and assessed separately. 

 
 A QCF unit may be used to measure achievement of Skill, Process 

Knowledge or Additional Knowledge requirements contained in one standard, 

or several standards.  

 
 Several QCF units may be used to measure achievement of the 

requirements contained in one standard.  

 

 
This was for many SBs a crucial point in how they conceptualised the QCF and how 

to make best use of it. Other SBs were not so sure; they preferred to keep to their 

familiar (if not necessarily flexible) models of VQ development. Some AOs were 

vehemently against it; some initially because they misunderstood the implications 

for assessment instrument design, others because the approach would not sit easily 
within their current systems. In Section 5 we have highlighted why it is in the 

interest of SBs and AOs to take advantage of this flexibility in the QCF.  

 

NOTE: There are issues of interpretation of the regulations which are also a 
potential obstacle here. We have explained these in Section 5 and discussed how to 

address them with Ofqual through the current evaluation of the QCF regulations 

(2008). 

 
3.5 Model: Fundamental purpose 

 

The Process Map is founded on a simple model. Each SB should develop:  

 
 A sector relevant framework of units from which all QCF 

qualifications can be drawn. This framework of units should be used 

to maximise the range of possible pathways and qualifications using 

the minimum number of units.  

 
Support focused on using this model to get the best out of the characteristics and 

technical features of the QCF, rather than simply working through development of a 

list of qualifications which failed to connect and articulate adequately. 

 
3.5.1 Model: A ‘single’ sector relevant framework  
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Even where an SB has many sub sectors and lots of qualifications, the aim was to 

encourage a single overall approach to qualification design, so the process for 

qualification development and interaction with other players (and the SB response 
to them) could be consistent and systematic, and still open to development and 

improvement.  

  

A single sector relevant framework of QCF units should be able to recognise: 
 

 all the skills and knowledge requirements in NOS which need to be assessed.  

 

 that the proximity of the relationship between NOS and QCF unit will vary 
according to purpose 

 

 that all sector QCF qualifications can be drawn from this framework 

 
 that the framework can develop over time with input through the SSC from 

any stakeholder 

 

3.6 Methodology:  Developing broad rules of combination, a specification 

for units and qualifications in a sector, starting with Priority Qualifications: 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
We drew a standard diagrammatic model for ROC, to work from broad rules of combination to specific 

ROC for a qualification. This diagram was the starting point for developing broad rules of combination. 

 

Once the concept and model had been explored with SBs, we worked with them 

to apply these, starting with their priority qualifications. In all cases sector priority 

qualifications were occupational, designed to recognise achievement of a ‘threshold 
of competence’ for an occupation at a particular level and were likely to attract 

public funding.  
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The SB’s priority qualifications are the starting point for developing its sector 

relevant framework of units. So while focusing on the design of SB priority 

qualifications, our task was to use a methodology that would at the same time 
generate units for each sector framework which could be used to: 

 

 Construct pathways within the occupational qualification 

 
 Create smaller ‘steps towards’ competence qualifications 

 

 Create CPD awards for experienced and qualified workers (in areas of 

new knowledge or regulation for example)  
 

 Create opportunities for progression through credit accumulation and 

credit transfer within the priority qualification to other qualifications 

within the sector and across sectors.  
 

Setting ‘broad rules of combination’ means identifying skills and knowledge 

sets for inclusion in priority qualifications. At this stage we suggest the SB does 

not try to identify units, levels or credit values in too much detail; it is important 

to map the overall structure first to ensure there is consensus among all parties 
with an interest. This allows the SB to share ideas internally, with employers 

and then AOs without committing itself too early to detail. This saves resources 

and encourages influential dialogue with employers, AOs and providers within 

the parameters provided by the SB – the outcome of actions in 3.7 and 3.8 
below.     

 

3.7 Methodology: Applying the Process Map to SB requirements  

 
We began applying the Process Map through strategy sessions with each SB, 

asking and discussing these key questions in relation to their priority 

qualifications:  

 

1. What will the overall structure(s) look like?  
 

2. How will you use ROC to maximise opportunities for progression and 

minimise duplication of learning and assessment? 

 
3. What essential units will you need? Will these always be mandatory or could 

they (in some cases) reside in tightly controlled optional groups? 

(Remember units can be mandatory in one qualification and optional in 

another).  
 

4. What optional units will you need? Could you create a second optional group 

where the relative value of achievement is proportionately weaker within the 

ROC, so that options are less constrained? How might you use this approach 
to incorporate employer specific (e.g. product /process specific) units into 

optional groups without disturbing the balance of the qualification? Or to 

create Apprenticeship pathways, incorporating Additional Knowledge units as 

requirements for this cohort?  

 
5. What are the pros and cons of separating skills and knowledge in different 

QCF units?  

 

6. What cross-sector units will you need? What units will be used across your 
sector footprint? And/or will you need to incorporate from other sectors? 
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7. More than 50% of the credits for a qualification must be at the level of the 

qualification or above. That means up to 49% can be below…  

 
8. …SO how will you design in CAT and progression by using the scope to 

interlock units in pathways and qualifications at different levels? 

 

9. Is there an optimal/desirable unit size? Remember the larger the unit the 
less flexibility there is to achieve and combine achievements in different 

ways. 

 

10. Where are the opportunities to interlock levels and qualifications? (See 
diagram below) 

 

11. How might units from these qualifications be used in other qualifications? 

(e.g. en route to full competence, for CPD? Within FLT progression 
pathways?) 
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3.8 Sector Framework Design principles and project planning  

 

At this next stage, having addressed these key questions (3.7) the SB develops 
drafts priority qualification and pathway structures, and begins to test application of 

the concept and model with its full action plan for sector qualifications. This means 

applying what is being learned in designing priority qualifications to the whole of 

the Sector’s framework.  
 

To assist in this, we worked with those SBs in the programme that were ready and 

willing, to draft design principles that they could apply across their frameworks and 

(from our perspective) could be shared as they were developed, across all SBs via 
the SB Forum on our website.  

 

The checklist of design principles addresses:  

 
1. Developing a business case for a unit pathway or qualification  

 

2. What to address in a memorandum of understanding (or similar) MOU with 

AOs 

 
3. How to create a unit/qualification/pathway design specification for the SB’s 

sector framework 

 

4. What to include in a qualification design specification 
 

5. What to address in a single SB assessment strategy   

 

6. Scoping questions 
 

7. Unit writing process  

 

8. A suggested process for assigning credit and level to QCF units  

 
9. How to identify and address duplication and use equivalence  

 

10. Identifying possible exemptions  

 
11. What criteria might you use for counting credit from other units in ROC?  

 

12. Unit/pathway/qualification acceptance criteria   

 
See the weblinks in the Contents page and the methodology in this section for 

examples.  
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3.9 Methodology: Writing the QCF units needed from NOS (or other 

reference point) 
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After the SB has considered all the questions in 3.7 and established ‘broad rules of 
combination’, we suggest a methodology  as follows for drafting unit titles and 

broad content to reflect NOS (and or other) requirements.  

 

  
3.9.1 Create a matrix which identifies areas of learning and possible 

common or specific areas/units as follows:  

 

1. Identify units which are potentially common across sub sectors, sector and 
across sectors 

 

2. (Find out if there are accessible units in the QCF already that could do the 

job) 
 

3. Share and confirm unit titles  

 

4. Draft sets of potential units per sub sector 

 
5. Sharpen broad rules of combination as possible rules of combination for the 

Priority qualification 

 

6. Check for opportunities to include any unit in another ROC 
 

 
 

 

 

It is important to complete this stage before moving on to the next.  
 

 

3.9.2 Examine NOS or other reference material to: 

 
1. Identify Skills, Process Knowledge or Additional Knowledge (S PK or AK) 

requirements 

 

2. Pull together into sets of S PK or AK items  

 
3. Are there any identified S PK AK items which are or may be common in 

more than one standard, occupation, sub sector, sector or cross sector? 

Look to canceling out duplication where possible 
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4. Devise potential specific or common units (Ensure these work to support 

CAT and progression; e.g. write units that are common to more than one 

qualification (ROC) where you can) 
 

5. Identify potential learning outcomes and assessment criteria from these sets 

and ensure that you note the source NOS number/code or other signifier in 

the process. 
 

NOTE: Ofqual regulations and QCA guidance was referred to and cross-checked 

throughout the Process Map development.  At this stage however it is 

particularly important to follow closely Version 3 of the QCA guidance on writing 
units for the QCF – including Section 3, on writing units from NOS.    

 

6. Draft units in detail and always check back for overlap  

 
7. Cancel out any overlap out where you can  

 

8. Keep checking for opportunities to include any unit in another ROC 

 

9. Following the Credit Works suggested process7 to assign level and credit 
value for each unit (integral to the process of unit writing).    

 

3.9.3 Tips for SBs writing units following the Process Map approach 

 
 

 Examine NOS statements and using the definitions provided, identify sets of 

S PK and AK items in each NOS statement - and look elsewhere in the NOS 

too - in aims and or purpose - you may find material here too. How easy it is 
to source this information depends upon how the NOS are written. If NOS 

are written as a set of tasks, then the skills and knowledge requirements 

may be implicit and a subject expert needed to identify them. How easy this 

task is using other reference points will vary widely; but identification of S 

and K requirements is fundamental to the process of writing QCF units, 
whatever methodology is used.  

 

 Use of conventions in unit writing and titling can help easy identification of 

unit type where possible  
 

 S PK or AK relationship to standards can be made explicit in unit aims  

 

 Avoid unnecessary prescription of delivery and assessment requirements. 
Use the web link on the Contents page of this report to find an example of 

how Summit Skills have developed an assessment strategy which sets 

assessment requirements by cohort, prescribes where necessary and is 

flexible where it is appropriate and possible.  
 

 

 Designing smaller units for the QCF (1-6 credits) can help in devising flexible 

ROC, making the unit viable in a range of pathways, qualifications and 

contexts for learning.  In this programme most SBs aimed to create smaller 
QCF units where possible though it was recognised and understood that 

overall coherence of the unit should as a principle come first.  

 

                                                 
7 See Appendix 1 for details of the Credit Works suggested process for assigning credit and level to QCF 
units. SBs used this to develop their own process, or as a checklist if they already had a process in 

place.  
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Note: We stressed to SBs in the programme that none of the above suggestions on 

unit design were rules that had to be slavishly followed. But in their approach to 

unit, ROC and qualification design they should:  
 

 Stick to a plan and a methodology  

 

 Review and adapt their practice systematically and regularly 
 

 Allow minor change and innovation to happen very quickly, keeping tabs on 

impact until next review 

 
 

3.10. Implementation of the Model for an SB SQS and action plan 

 

The Process Map model should enable each SB to:  
 

 Design a framework of units which meet the NOS requirements and which 

can be combined in ROC for all its sector QCF qualifications 

 

 To manage a range of foreseen and unforeseen demands  
 

 To allow the SB to respond systematically to demand  

 

 And remain open to new proposals  - without losing coherence of its overall 
framework and plans 

 

3.11 Responsiveness of the Model and SBs 

 
A range of demands would be placed on each framework and SBs must be able to 

respond to these demands and demands that are unforeseen in a systematic way 

and within its overall plan and model. An SB should not be in a position where it 

has to design new units and qualifications to meet every new demand (wherever 

from). The model was designed to avoid this.  
 

The SB should be open to thinking differently and adapting the model to new ideas 

and accommodate the recognition of learning achievements which do not neatly 

correspond to the model – living with difference and/or reviewing its approach if 
need be.  

 

SBs have to be able to manage their framework responsively and imaginatively and 

should, in our view, avoid hard wiring their systems too early or at all. SBs must be 
adaptable and prepared to adapt and adjust and develop their approach as different 

challenges are presented and be able to do this quickly.  

AOs, employers, providers and government will judge (and indeed measure) SB 

performance against their responsiveness. 
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4. Programme activities and outcomes 

 

NOTE: Credit Works has provided a more detailed separate Project Management 

Report to LSC. This section summarises the project inputs and outputs (4.1 – 4.4) 
and provides examples of programme activity (4.5). These activities typify the 

majority of responses to the programme by SBs. As each programme was 

customised to SB requirements however, the level and type of programme activity 

varied across SBs.  
 

 

4.1 Project inputs and outputs 

 

The project met the required objectives of the Project Plan on time and delivered 
the outputs required. Though it was not possible to organise formal KIT meetings 

as regularly as we would have hoped, we used email exchanges with LSC to raise 

issues as they emerged and resolve these where possible. After discussion with LSC 

the final report was delivered at the end of March 2009. The programme continued 
right to the end of March, with support and feedback provided up to March 31st 

2009. 
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4.2   SSCs – overview  

 

The preparedness of each SSC for the QCF varied according to their internal 
capacity and previous experience. Our analysis of SB responses to the programme 

may suggest that larger SSCs were more prepared for the QCF and were perhaps 

more receptive to the Credit Works approach than smaller SSCs/Bs. Smaller SBs 

were faced with resource and capability issues and while they may have wished to 
explore new ways of working suggested, some had insufficient internal capacity to 

fully act on those suggestions.  

 

However smaller and perhaps accordingly more agile SBs were sometimes able to 
take decisions quickly. Larger SBs working in complex sectors with a number of SB 

partners from culturally quite distinct ‘sub-sectors’, each with a range of 

perspectives on learning and qualifications faced a different set of challenges.  

 
The LSC and UKCES provided helpful base line information on each SSC. Our 

appraisal through the Self Assessment exercise was consistent with that baseline 

information. SBs largely welcomed the Credit Works approach; in telephone 

interviews and in the seminar SSCs (whatever their level of experience) were 

pleased that the project would take a strategic approach to the support for 
development of priority qualifications for funding – the concept of a  ‘sector 

framework of units from which all QCF units and qualifications can be drawn’ was 

popular across experienced and less experienced SBs; Skillsmart UK suggesting 

that the model provided an opportunity to bring their different QCF projects 
together; Skills for Care and Development seeing the model as a way of bringing 

coherence to the plans and efforts of its UK partnership; FSSC seeing the model as 

supporting a strategic and systematic approach to unit and qualification 

development in line with its revised NOS. While the project focused on units and 
qualifications which met LSC priorities, SSCs understood that the skills and 

knowledge gained in the process were transferable and agreed that essentially all 

their units and qualifications ought to inter-relate within a framework where 

possible to maximise progression, credit accumulation and transfer.  

 
4.3 Standard Setting Bodies – overview   

 

A highly individualised approach was needed for working with each identified SSB, 

depending on their position.  
 

The three SSBs identified to attend the introductory seminar on 3rd November: 

Council for Administration (CfA), Institute of Customer Service (ICS), and 

Management Standards Centre (MSC) were selected using the following criteria:  
 

 They were responsible for developing cross sectoral units for use in number 

of sectors and qualifications 

 
 Their (potential) contribution to priority qualifications for public funding  

 

 Each had completed SQS Action Plans  

 

In addition, as part of the self assessment process, SSCs were asked to identify any 
SSB which might be involved in developing their sector priority qualifications and in 

need of support. Credit Works then planned follow up with each identified SSB to 

assess the nature and volume of support required and to draw up and cost an SSB 

support programme accordingly. SSCs did not (through the SA exercise) identify 
SSBs that might contribute to the development of their sector priority qualifications.  
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In January 09, Credit Works agreed to undertake work with additional LSC specified 

SSBs and following self-assessment, worked with those SSBs on the development 

of specific QCF units and qualifications that are a current priority for their sector 
and LSC itself. 

 

  

   4.4 SB Response 
 

The response to the programme was almost universally enthusiastic from the 

outset. We knew from experience in the Fast Track programme 0809 that the 

packages of support and training across SBs would need to be customised and that 
each SB would be at different stages of development, have different levels of 

internal resource and capacity and face different demands and challenges in its 

sector.  

  
The programme was designed to respond to individual requirements, with a CW 

director taking the lead on each SB programme with CW associates working to 

deliver training and unit/qualification development support online. We believe this 

model was effective and was improved by:  

 
The launch seminar at LSC. This brought the (initial group of) SBs together and 

promoted the LSC support for and approach to the programme. 

 

The self-assessment exercise. This provided a baseline of information about the 
SB’s capacity and a record of its own view of its needs. This was a simple, 

confidential exercise that kept the work focused, set out an agreed plan for the 

programme, and allowed CW to record actions against that plan. (Use the web link 

on the Contents page of this report to read a summary of the Self Assessment 
questionnaire.) 

    

 Identification of the SB person responsible overall for QCF qualifications 

development as the key contact for the programme. This helped to ensure 

that responsibility for engagement with the programme was centred on the 
accountable person within the organisation. This mean that where the programme 

changed thinking in the SB (and required a different set of actions within the SB 

from those anticipated) that the key contact was immediately engaged in 

addressing those actions, or at least that a CW director could discuss any 
implications of the programme with the key SB person with overall responsibility. 

This meant that in almost all cases the nominated CW director developed a working 

relationship with those in authority within the SB and was able to support them 

where necessary in moving new ideas and approaches forward within their 
organisation. 

 

Balancing CW and SB input and output.  The responsibility for unit and 

qualifications development resided with the SB and its partners. The input from CW 
was geared to SB commitment to 2 key objectives:  

 

 Systematic SB development of QCF units and qualifications, with timelines and a 

project plan, focused on priority qualifications for public funding 

 
 Either adoption/adaptation of the CW Process Map to generate a ‘sector relevant’ 

framework of QCF units from which all QCF VQs could be drawn or an SB approach 

which achieved the same objective.  

 
 The Process Map is described in Section 3 describes this approach. Examples of 

 practice are provided via the web link on the Contents page of this report.  
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 This enabled CW to use the programme resources most effectively; concentrating 

 the programme’s resources where the SB was able to commit to achieving, or at 

 least striving to achieve, these objectives. It helped to ensure that capacity was 
 built within the SBs rather than CW undertaking tasks which should rightfully be the 

 responsibility of the SBs and/or the awarding bodies. 

 

 A process for assigning credit and level was drafted by CW and was tested with a 
 number of SBs. See Appendix 1.  

 

Dissemination: web based approaches welcomed. Resources and time was put 

into these rather than seminars. There were significant benefits to being able to 
maintain some fluidity in communications, as SBs developed their approaches very 

quickly and were keen to have access to an ongoing dialogue rather than expensive 

’point in time’ meetings. However SBs were also looking for guidance from our 

team on different approaches, what constituted good practice and accurate 
interpretation of the regulations, and some preferred to be presented with this 

rather than search for ideas via the web. 
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 5 Issues and analysis  
 

  

 5.1 Overview: changed economic circumstances, SSCs and their role in VQ 
 reform  

 

The demand for (SSC/Bs and others) to respond rapidly and effectively to changing 

economic demands for qualifications that recognise skills in ‘more flexible ways’ was 
articulated clearly in LSC’s Statement of Priorities (SOP) 2009-20108:   

    

 “The QCF must support the reform of vocational qualifications, ensuring that they 

all have real economic value, that learners can progress through building units to 

gain full qualifications, and that the system is clear and simple for learners and 
employers to use, with clear links to Skills Accounts and the Adult Advancement 

and Careers Service. The Council must continue to work closely with the 

Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, Ofqual, Awarding Bodies and Sector Skills 

Councils to deliver that; and to ensure that the full range of units is available from 
the QCF from early in the New Year.” 

  

“Priority 2: Improving adult skills   

 
Adult skills are recognised as being vital to increasing national and international 

competitiveness for employers, and increasing economic and social inclusion. They 

are at the heart of government policy and provision is undergoing rapid, large-scale 

change to increase responsiveness to the needs of individuals and employers. 
These changes have been accelerated to respond to the current economic 

climate, where there is a need to support employers and individuals in 

more flexible ways. We will not hesitate to introduce further radical 

reshaping of the skills system if it is needed.” (our bold)  

 
There are three key points here which are spelt out in the SOP:  

 

 Economic circumstances have changed and the process of reform needs to 

accelerate   
 

 Flexibility is now an urgent necessity   

 

 If the current system cannot deliver on that, it will also need to change, 
perhaps radically.  

 

 

5.1.2 World Class Skills Lord Leitch’s recommendations9 that qualifications will be 

more likely to deliver the skills employers need if SSCs, on behalf of employers, 
decide which vocational qualifications should be recognised within the new QCF in 

England, placed SBs in the driving seat.  

 

SSCs will approve qualifications if they fit the requirements of their SQS, meet the 
standards set by their NOS, and are needed by their sectors. This has the potential 

to simplify radically the qualifications structures within sectors. 

 

 “SSCs will have to develop rapidly their capacity to carry out this role well. They 
will need to demonstrate that their SQS and NOS reliably express employers’ 

needs, with the flexibility to recognise differences between employers. They will 

                                                 
8 LSC. Government Investment Strategy 2009–10, LSC Grant Letter and LSC Statement of Priorities. 
LSC 2009. 
9 DIUS, World Class Skills: Implementing the Leitch Review of Skills in England. DIUS 2007 
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need to develop light-touch, streamlined methods for approving vocational 

qualifications in their sector, and for working with other SSCs in approving cross-

sectoral qualifications. Where new units or qualifications are developed to meet 
gaps and future priorities, strong collaborative partnerships will be needed between 

SSCs and bodies designing units and qualifications to bring them rapidly to 

market.” (9 Leitch Review, 3.19)  

 
 In order to deliver on the Leitch and LSC SOP aims on skills, mobility, progression 

and credit accumulation and transfer, SBs need a sector relevant framework of 

units to maximise the number of QCF pathways and qualifications (using ROC) from 

the minimum number of QCF units. Section 3 of this report sets out how to achieve 
this. An approach which looks at development (and approval) of each qualification 

separately will not by default produce these required benefits.  

 

5.1.3 SBs and AOs SSCs, with their sector focus and responsibility, are in the best 
position at the moment (given the government investment in these bodies as 

strategic organisations) to do this. They are the only organisations which are 

expected to have a strategic overview of a whole sector. Awarding organisations 

will have an interest in parts of a sector, focused on their particular markets. 

Almost all the SSCs in the fast track project and all the SBs in the current LSC 
support programme have positioned themselves to act in this strategic way (or are 

trying to do so) many with the support of their associated awarding organisations; 

many AOs have signed up to working with SSCs in developing shared or (on terms) 

restricted units in the interest of removing duplication and maximising opportunities 
for progression through credit accumulation and transfer. It is possible to point to a 

growing number of SSCs now successfully working in this way.  Recommendation 1 

in the Fast Track report (April 08) says that SSCs need clear authority to work in 

this way and that performance measures should be applied to ensure they do so. 
There are obstacles to this and some are identified below.  

 

5.1.4 SB capability The methodology needed to make this happen was developed 

with SSCs and AOs – and the approach met with growing support from SSCs/Bs in 

the support programme. We have observed marked improvement in AO 
relationships with SSCs and a growing clarity (where there has been clear terms for 

collaboration) of the role of AOs – their expertise in drafting units of assessment, 

developing ROC and delivering an assessment and QA service is vital.   

 
5.1.5 Resources for development of units and qualifications On resources to 

support the development of units and qualifications, AOs realise that there are 

significant savings to be made on development costs if they act collectively with 

SBs, though this benefit is of more immediate interest to the majority of smaller 
AOs perhaps than to the larger ones. If SSCs are able to work successfully with AOs 

then costs are reduced all round.  

 

5.1.6 Resources for SB capacity building If projected SSC costs for 
development of QCF units and qualifications seem unfeasible then these should be 

challenged; but there are a number of ways of reducing development costs and 

spreading the workload without jeopardising the progress many SSCs have made 

on securing buy in from AOs and others to a collaborative strategic approach to unit 

and qualification development.  
 

There is a need for SBs to adopt a clear and consistent system for approving 

qualifications for accreditation into the QCF.  If SBs work with AOs on the 

development of units and qualifications strategically and from the outset then 
formal approval can be made at the end of a development process in which the SB 

has played a major role; where SBs and AOs have established such working 

relationships this is likely to be how approval will work in practice. The clearer the 
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SB’s view is of what qualifications are needed in its sector the more important it will 

be for the SB to discourage AOs from making random proposals, and for the AOs to 

establish early and continuous cooperation with SBs. Even though an SB could 
refuse approval of such proposals the process of doing so would be costly for both 

parties; this fact in itself should encourage SBs and AOs to cooperate on unit and 

qualification development from the earliest stages.  

 
 

Timelines for QCF population are critical and it may be that not all SSCs are acting 

swiftly enough – this issue should be addressed through UKCES. However in our 

view those that adopt a collaborative and strategic approach are more likely to 
deliver on time; making effective use of resources and removing duplication of 

effort (as well as duplication of units and qualifications). Terms for collaboration can 

be used to place stronger obligation on partners (even voluntary partners) to 

deliver on time.   
 

5.1.7 Strategic steer Changes in the roles of key government agencies, (including 

the establishment of the UKCES and Ofqual in 2008) meant that at times it was 

difficult to keep track of QCF developments (and government expectations) during 

the project; this made the task of keeping SBs on track more difficult.    
 

The simple aim – development of sector relevant frameworks of units maximising 

from the minimum – needs an active strategic overview from the key agencies, a 

strong strategic steer and a great deal of cooperation across sectors if the 
opportunities offered by the QCF are to be fully exploited. SBs, even with all the 

challenges they face are still the only organisations positioned to steer delivery of 

properly reformed VQs. 

 
Though the cooperation of AOs is essential to achieve this aim, AOs have 

commercial and competitive interests, cannot fairly be expected to act collectively 

although they do have a role in strategic reform when they cooperate with SBs, as 

very many of them now do.  

 

5.2 Issues 

Some issues were resolved through the programme; others were beyond our 

influence but should be noted for action, particularly if they pose a risk to the 
overall objectives of the LSC.  

 

 

5.2.3 Approvals process In discussions with UKCES we identified three key points 
identified in the Process Map where SSCs could provide direction and so either 

avoid or identify potential problems with approval at later stages.   

 

These were at the points where:  
 

1. The SB applies partner agreed design principles for QCF units and 

qualifications within an overall project plan. This includes AO agreement to 

apply SB ROC to sector occupational qualifications.  

 
2. The SB works with AOs and other partners using agreed MOU (including 

methodology) to develop units and quals. This process is reviewed on 

completion of draft units.   

 
3. The SB and AOs assign credit and level to units. The suggested process 

Appendix 1 includes a review of unit content if necessary and adjustments to 

draft units, prior to approval within ROC by the SB.    
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5.2.4 Scotland Issues identified in the Fast Track 08 report seem to remain. As 

SBs make best use of the QCF to design new occupational qualifications there will 
be a divergence from the NQF N/SVQ model. It appears that some SSCs will live 

with this difference necessarily; their licence demands that they do, while 

employers operating across borders are likely to be bemused by the differences 

between occupational qualifications available to them. There is no reason why QCF 
qualifications cannot accommodate differences in demand from Scottish employers 

(and legislation or regulation) without having to conform to a completely different 

design specification.  

 
5.2.5 Assessment of Competence Discussions continued across SBs on the issue 

of recognition of competence through qualification (with and without) use of the 

NVQ label/brand. We were aware that Ofqual and UKCES met with a number of 

SSCs to take steps to address issues of concern. This issue was cited by some (not 
all) SBs as an obstacle to progress on development of priority units and 

qualifications.  

 

5.2.6 Signifying when the purpose of a qualification is to signify 

occupational competence Whatever the SB position on the NVQ brand/name and 
related regulatory requirements, SBs did and do need a way to signify when a 

qualification in the QCF attests to occupational competence (or steps towards it or 

beyond it). The Ofqual evaluation of ‘qualification purpose’ offers an opportunity to 

address this issue.   
 

 

5.2.7 Duplication of units and qualifications Many AOs are pushing hard to get 

SB support to put their NQF Vocationally Related Qualifications (VRQs) into the 
QCF. Almost always these qualifications (across AOs) will include duplication and 

will not have been developed strategically to support CAT, progression and 

flexibility across the sector(s) (though some may support CAT across an awarding 

organisation’s qualifications in a sector). Where SBs do not yet have a clear QCF 

plan in place for qualifications of all purposes to be brought into the QCF (using a 
single framework of units and ROC to design qualifications for different purposes) it 

is difficult for them to resist pressure to support AOs submitting their VRQs into the 

QCF. Where SSC/B plans are still in development they face significant pressure. On 

the positive side, those SBs with a plan for a sector framework in place and AO buy 
in, are facing fewer of these problems.  

 

5.2.8 Units being ‘capable of separate assessment’. The issue of the 

requirement to develop separate assessment instruments for each individual unit 
was raised by AOs. QCF regulatory arrangements state that:  

 

“5.3 The awarding organisation must have procedures in place to develop 

assessment methods for individual units, or groups of units, that: 
… enable units to be assessed individually” 

 

QCA guidance on unit writing (Version 3 2008) states: 

 

”…awarding bodies will be free to develop assessment arrangements that enable 
evidence from more than one unit to be generated and presented through a single 

process. Other awarding bodies may choose to offer assessment for the same units 

through different arrangements that separately assess each individual unit. Either 

approach is permissible within the QCF. So, for example, a large Diploma offered to 
full-time learners may well include assessment activities that ‘wrap around’ two or 

three units and effectively offer opportunities for ‘clusters’ of credits to be achieved 

towards the Diploma. A small Award may offer discrete assessment arrangements 
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based on each individual unit within the qualification. In both instances the units 

themselves may be identical.”   

 
Our understanding from Ofqual is that this means that whilst assessments that 

cover more than one unit are perfectly valid, AOs must also have mechanisms in 

place to allow learners to be assessed in order to gain credit on individual units too. 

 
We understand that this regulation is there to ensure that learners are able to gain 

credits for individual units and accumulate and transfer these towards full 

qualification where this meets demand. However this regulation appears to call for 

every AO to develop a separate assessment instrument for every unit it places on 
the QCF.  This has substantial and significant consequences which we believe could 

be negative. These consequences would include at least the following: 

 

 AOs developing larger units (to avoid having to create additional assessment 
instruments)  

 Less flexibility (larger units could impede flexibility in ROC)  

 Prevent separation of skills and knowledge into separate units 

 Substantial replication, as knowledge units would then have to be written 

separately which would overlap with units integrating skills and knowledge 
 All above would hinder attempts of SSCs and others to rationalise and would 

reduce opportunities for credit transfer 

 

We recommend therefore that this issue is addressed in the evaluation of the QCF 
in 09. Units must be capable of separate assessment without every AO having to 

develop assessment instruments for every QCF unit they place on the QCF.   

  

 
5.2.10 Full level 2 and 3 Delays in release of interim arrangements meant that 
CW had to work with general principles rather than precise requirements. We took 

the view that: 

 

 If the CW Process Map worked then it could accommodate technically any 
requirement;  

 

 That SSCs should be able to design a framework from which qualifications 

could be drawn that responded to employer/occupational demand and the 

‘employability’ principles of full L2/3 and at the same time accommodate any 
credit size requirements set out by Government.  

 

Any issues of size or other constraint could be articulated properly once the SB fully 

understood how to use the QCF, having explored the options fully. In our view at 
the time of writing, those SBs using the model we proposed were likely (with some 

initial guidance) to be able to:  

 

 Meet full level 2 (FL2) requirements from their qualification plans  
 

 Use their sector relevant framework of units to include options for 

acquisition and recognition of a range of skills for employability should these 

be required by individual learners to succeed at Level 2.  
 

 Specify their own FL2 requirements for AOS and others 

  

In principle this position would obtain for FL3.  

 
However the small minority of SSCs/Bs wedded to replicating NOS in QCF 

qualifications – one QCF unit to one NOS – are more likely to struggle to 
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accommodate within their occupational qualifications, the personal requirements of 

learners that have obstacles to reaching a ‘platform of employability’ at FL2. The 

argument from such SSCs against personalising occupational qualifications is that 
this is not their purpose; however SSCs that understand how to use the QCF would 

be able to design qualifications that both meet occupational requirements and 

accommodate the learning and recognition of non-occupational skills and 

knowledge that might be necessary for some learners.  
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6  Recommendations 
 

 

1. We recommend that QCA and Sector Bodies consider the Process 

Map and make best use of it as a tool to support strategic sector use 

of the QCF. The Process Map is not a substitute for current QCA guidance; 

it makes use of the guidance published at the time of writing, and helps SBs 

to understand how to make best of the QCF to meet a range of demands, 

addressing the key planning questions before the SB embarks on unit and 

qualification design with Awarding Organisations. There is now a real need 

to plot the rapidly expanding sources of guidance and examples of practice 

(from QCA, FAB/JCQ and the Alliance of SSCs) within a process of strategic 

sector development of QCF units and qualifications.  

2. We recommend that further planning tools should be developed 

which would help SBs to address the key questions set out in the Process 

Map diagram in Section 3.2 of this report. These should draw on material 

developed for use within this project and included in this report (see 

Appendix 1 and web links on the Contents page). Examples of successful 

planning practice are now available from SBs and their associated Awarding 

Organisations; these should be collected and used to exemplify the planning 

tools developed within the QCF readiness programme.  

 

Discussion points for Ofqual:  
  

1. Consider review (within the 2009 evaluation of the QCF) of the QCF 
regulation which obliges awarding organisations to provide an 

assessment instrument for every individual QCF unit. It should be 

possible to oblige awarding organisations to ensure that learners have 

access to assessment of an individual unit should they require it, without 
requiring all AOs to develop individual assessments for every unit they offer 

(irrespective of whether these assessments are likely to be used). This 

regulation could discourage AOs from developing smaller QCF units, 

reducing the flexibility of the offer to learners and hampering progression.  
 

2. It would be helpful if work on alignment of credit frameworks across 

the four countries of the UK focussed on the de facto recognition of 

credit values assigned to units and qualifications in each framework. 
This would help to build confidence in the validity of credit values across the 

UK and significantly reduce bureaucracy and costs. This would improve the 

process of assigning credit and level to QCF units in England Wales and 

Northern Ireland and build confidence in credit across the UK. 

 
3. There is need for more work and guidance on protocols for naming 

qualifications linked to their purpose. E.g., naming protocols to signify a 

threshold of occupational competence, recognising that what is required in 

terms of content and assessment for this threshold may vary within and 
across sectors. SSC’s agreement to use a ‘signifier’ could be recognised as a 

‘quality mark’ by employers.  
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Appendix 1      
 

A suggested process for assigning credit and 
level to QCF units 120209 
 
Introduction 

 

NOTE: Please reference Credit Works and the title and date of this paper if you 

make use of any or all of the text below. This suggested process is intended to help 

you address the regulatory requirements for assigning credit and level to QCF units. 
You are free to adapt and or adopt the suggested process as you see fit. Adoption 

of some or all of the suggested process by a QCF submitting organisation is not to 

be regarded as an endorsement by Credit Works Ltd.  

 
This document outlines a process for assigning credit and level to QCF units. The 

process is a suggested one and does not have any official status. It has been 

developed by Credit Works as a result of discussions with sector bodies and others, 

and from our practice with Awarding Organisations and SSCs/Bs over a number of 
years, both in the CQFW and the QCF tests and trials.  

 

It is in outline form only – we did not want to burden potential users with dense 

instructions. We expect to use this suggested process in training sessions 
customised to individual SSC/B requirements. Sharing ways of adapting/adopting 

the process should help to promote consistency among Submitting Organisations in 

approaches to assigning credit and level to QCF units.  

 

We will use this suggested outline process with interested SSCs/Bs engaged in the 
support programme. This we hope, will generate examples of practice, case studies 

and pro forma, that can be shared through Forums for Learning on the Credit 

Works website.  

 
The process takes into account the regulatory arrangements published by Ofqual 

and draws significantly on the latest (V3) published QCF guidance.10 We advocate a 

process for assigning credit and level that is integral to the process of designing 

QCF units and where credit and level are examined together. Users should refer to 
the QCF guidance for assigning level – in particular the suggested ‘5 steps’ to reach 

a decision on level and integrate these steps into the overall process for assigning 

credit and level.  

 

The process we advocate takes and builds on best practice from other procedures 
and systems including those within the CQFW and SCQF. However awarding and 

submitting organisations should be aware that the specification for the SCQF is 

different from that of the QCF and that QCF units, qualifications and processes must 

meet QCF regulatory criteria. 
 

What’s included? 

 

These documents include: 
 

 An introduction to the process 

                                                 
10

 See especially, Sections 2.3 and 3.1, QCA, DCELLS, CCEA, Guidelines for writing credit-based units of assessment for the 

Qualifications and Credit Framework  

Version 3  
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 Advice on key points to remember when designing and implementing a 

process for your organisation 

 An outline of a suggested process 
 Supporting documents for implementing a process 

 Sources for further information and advice 

 

Purpose 
 

This suggested process aims to provide the basis for a robust system for assigning 

credit and level to QCF units that can satisfy the QCF regulatory arrangements. The 

process should be cost effective and provide confidence in the consistency of credits 
and levels across the system. 

 

Key points to remember when designing and implementing your process 

 
 

An integrated process 

 

In our view, credit and level should be assigned within an overall process for 

designing QCF units and credit and level should be examined together. This is 
important for a number of reasons: 

 

 It is not possible to be confident about the credit value of a unit unless you 

are clear about the level of achievement within the unit 
 

 Poorly written learning outcomes will make it hard to determine credit value 

consistently 

 
 Poorly written assessment criteria will make it hard to determine level and 

credit value consistently 

 

 If qualification strategies aim to encourage “bite size” learning and promote 

opportunities for CAT, designing units with smaller credit values will be 
important 

 

Key definitions 

 
Credit value: The number of credits that may be awarded to a learner for the 

successful achievement of the learning outcomes of a unit 

 

Learning time: The amount of time a learner at the level of the unit is expected to 
take, on average, to complete the learning outcomes of the unit to the standard 

determined by the assessment criteria 

 

Points to note about definitions 
 

 The credit value of a unit is arrived at by estimating the learning time and 

dividing it by 10 

 

 Credit is awarded for achievement, not for learning effort 
 

 It is important to emphasise that learning time is not time served, for 

example the number of hours a learner is rehearsing for a performance or 

the number of hours a learner spends training in the workplace or attending 
a course. It is the professional judgement on how long it will take a learner 

on average (at the level of the unit) to achieve a specific unit. So for 

example you may want to consider, on average how many hours spent 
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rehearsing contribute to achievement of this particular unit. [See the form 

for ‘step 2’ of the process for more examples and guidance on possible 

activities and how their contribution to learning time can be assessed]. 
 

 As units are developed, submitting organisations will consider how a unit’s 

size influences the opportunities for learners to accumulate achievement 

flexibly 
 

 The level of a unit is determined by reviewing the learning outcomes and 

assessment criteria of the unit against the level descriptors. Each unit has 

one level that is a constant property of the unit, irrespective of the 
qualification(s) within which the unit is placed.  

 

 The level descriptors provide a general, shared understanding of learning 

and achievement at each of the nine levels. Those assigning credit and level 
should use their professional expertise to apply the level descriptors to their 

own subject area or context. Where appropriate, they may also use their 

knowledge and understanding of relevant levelling tools such as sector or 

subject specific descriptors. 

 
 

Asking the right questions 

 

Assigning credit and level depends on professional judgement. The process 
therefore involves and draws upon the experience and knowledge of a range of 

professionals in the field to reach a judgement on the time it takes on average for 

learners to achieve the outcomes of a unit to the standard described by the 

assessment criteria. However it is important that those involved in making this 
judgement understand the concept of credit and the process in which they are 

involved. Guidance and training will be required.  

 

In addition however it is important to ask the right questions of those involved in 

the process. For example, asking, How long will it take for learners on average to 
prepare to be assessed against the learning outcomes and assessment criteria of 

this unit?, may produce a more accurate response than asking, How long will it take 

to achieve this unit?. 

 
Recording decisions 

 

It will be important for all organisations to develop documentation to record the 

process and the decisions taken. The documentation should include recording of: 
 

 Details of the activities/events of the process 

 

 Who was involved in what; their expertise and experience 
 

 Information used to inform/support decisions 

 

 Judgments and/or recommendations reached 

 
 Decisions 
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Review 

 

The process will need to ensure continued accuracy and consistency in levels and 
credit values across units. The process should therefore include checking and 

comparison with other units to ensure consistency. 

 

Review may also involve a systematic sampling and comparison of a range of units 
as part of a separate defined review process. 

 

Review should also use evidence from the delivery, assessment and awarding of the 

unit. This information may be used as an integral part of the process, for example 
where units are based on existing units and qualifications in the NQF. It may also 

be used where appropriate as part of a separate and defined review process. 

 

We have not suggested a process for review at this stage but suggest that a clear 
record of how decisions on credit and level were arrived at and (what these were 

informed by) will be essential for any review process to be effective.  

  

A cost effective process 

 
It will be important that the process is both rigorous and cost effective. We have 

not included details of the nature/format of the process in this documentation. 

However whilst there will be times when face to face meetings are necessary, many 

of the elements in the process can be undertaken by electronic communications and 
virtual meetings. This is likely to be increasingly the case as experience of assigning 

credit and level develops, providing suitably rigorous monitoring and checks are in 

place. 

 
Building capacity and capability 

 

It will be important to develop and use the experience and capability of key staff in 

assigning credit and level. At the same time in order to engage a wide range of 

expertise and to build a sustainable process, it will be equally important to continue 
to engage new staff/participants. We recommend that once a core capability is 

developed in key staff and individuals, this is constantly renewed by involving small 

numbers of people new to the process alongside those with more experience. 
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A process for assigning credit and level to QCF units  

This suggested process assumes that draft units (learning outcomes and assessment criteria) have been 

prepared using QCF guidance documents and the Credit Works Process Map.  

 

NOTE: Users should refer to the QCF guidance for assigning level – in particular the suggested ‘5 steps’ 
to reach a decision on level and integrate these steps into the overall process for assigning credit and 

level to QCF units. This guidance also provides sample documentation for recording decisions. 

This table outlines: 

 steps in the process  

 what supporting information you might use to inform and come to decisions on credit and level;  

 and who could be involved 

Steps in the process  Supporting information  Who could be involved 

1. Unit developers 
should provide an 

initial estimate of 

level and credit 

value of the units  

 

 

 

 

Current QCF level descriptors 
and guidance. 

 

Identify and consider any pre-

requisite skills and knowledge 

and make sure you exclude 
these from your calculations. 

 

Are there other units and/or 

qualifications to your knowledge 
where comparability between 

achievements exists? Use this 

information to help inform your 

estimate.  

Where draft units are being 

written from existing 

qualifications and/ or structured 

learning programmes: 

 If the unit has been 

written from an existing 

qualification, gather 

information from 

providers/assessors/verifi
ers and others with 

relevant experience. 

 

If the learning associated with a 
structured programme gather 

information to help you to 

estimate how long the learners in 

this context need to achieve the 
learning outcomes in the unit.  

Unit developers:  

 

These could be internal staff of an 

SSC/B, AO or any other Submitting 

Organisation, or external consultants. 

Sufficient experience and expertise on 
QCF necessary, with training and 

support available 

Whoever drafts the units should 

gather information from ‘subject 
experts’ and others as suggested in 

the QCF guidance.   

 

 

2. Identifying the range 
of ‘typical’ learners, 

learning contexts 

See separate form below for 
recording the following 

information and an illustrated 

Employer/workplace representatives, 
tutors and assessors with a range of 

experience and perspectives, sector 
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and learning 
activities  

 Making 

recommendations on 

credit value and 
level for the units  

 Involving the right 

people in this 

process 

example:  

 

Are there a range of ‘typical’ 

learners?  

 

Are there a range of 

corresponding learning contexts? 

 

Does this range mean a variation 
in the time it takes on average to 

achieve the unit?  

 

If so, average this out across 
those learners.  

 

For each typical learner, what 

learning activities do they 

undertake to achieve the 
learning outcomes and meet the 

assessment criteria specified in 

the unit?  

body staff, awarding body professional 
staff, external verifiers. 

3. Make any necessary 

amendments to the 

units resulting from 
the outcomes of the 

process so far. This 

might include for 

example, 
adjustments to 

learning outcomes, 

assessment criteria 

or unit title.  

Recorded feedback from the 

process so far. 

Submitting organisation who may or 

may not use unit developers for this 

part of the process  

4. Review and 

validation of the 

units by the 
Submitting 

Organisation 

Recorded outcomes from the 

whole process which shows:  

 

 What  information was 

used to make the initial 

estimate 

 

 Recommendations on 

credit value and level for 

the units 

 

 Evidence which 

demonstrates accuracy 

and consistency in levels 

and credit values of its 

Responsible person in the Submitting 

Organisation  
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Form for recording the outcomes of Step 2 in the Credit Works’ suggested process for 

assigning credit and level to QCF units.  

 

Typical Learner 

Start with identifying typical learners and contexts. There may be more than one ‘typical’ learner and 

more than one context in which people will learn and achieve the unit (see the example below). We 

suggest that (if necessary) you consider the range of ‘typical’ learners and the range of corresponding 
learning contexts in coming to your decision.  

 

Learning activities 

This list of activities is not intended to be exhaustive, you may well add some of your own or 

customise them to make them relevant to the range of learners and contexts you are considering. 
Some learning activities will not be relevant for all learners in all contexts.  Learning activities must be 

related to learning associated with achievement of learning outcomes. Note that the all forms of 

assessment are included in estimating learning time.  

 

estimating  time on average 

The ‘amount of time a learner at the level of the unit is expected to take, on average, to complete the 

learning outcomes of the unit to the standard determined by the assessment criteria’ may vary 

according to learner and context.  You may need to moderate your decisions; for example the 
dominant context and typical learner may be Typical learner A with only 10% of all learners being 

typified as Learner B and if need be you should moderate the learning time and ‘average’ accordingly.  

By ‘average’ here we mean an average found by determining the most frequent value in a group of 

values. 

There is other information (and methods) that can help to inform you in estimating learning time; see 

the example on P31 provided in V3 of the guidance on writing units for the QCF (1. ibid) which shows 

how one Awarding Organisation ‘assessed the time it would take to work through five distinct phases, 

which we believe are common to all our units.’ 

  

Learning Activities  Typical learner A 

(description).  

Example: 16-19 

year old on a full 

time college 

programme with 
little or relevant 

previous 

knowledge or 

skill   

Typical learner B 

(description) 

Example: 

experienced 

older worker 

who has 
acquired most 

knowledge and 

skills informally 

on the job with 
little formal 

training input 

Typical learner C 

(description) 

Example: young adult 

learning informally in the 

workplace with some 

formal training input 

units, and consideration 
of units in comparison 

with other units in the 

unit databank 

http://www.investorwords.com/347/average.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/group.html
http://www.investorwords.com/5209/value.html
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Insert time in 
hours spent 

having asked the 

question:  

How long will   
learners spend on 

average on this 

activity to prepare 

to be assessed 
against the 

learning outcomes 

and assessment 

criteria of this 
unit? 

Insert time in 
hours spent 

having asked the 

question:  

How long will   
learners spend on 

average on this 

activity to prepare 

to be assessed 
against the 

learning outcomes 

and assessment 

criteria of this 
unit? 

Insert time in hours 
spent having asked the 

question:  

How long will   learners 

spend on average on this 
activity to prepare to be 

assessed against the 

learning outcomes and 

assessment criteria of this 
unit? 

Formal learning (including 
classes, training sessions 

coaching, seminars and 

tutorials)  

 

   

Practical work in workshops, 

laboratories or other 

locations; 
 

   

Relevant ICT activities  
 

   

Relevant information 
retrieval in libraries/resource 

facilities;  

 

   

Expected private study and 

revision  

 

   

Work-based activities which 

lead to assessment  

 

   

Preparatory studies, 

sketches, modelling  
 

   

Producing things   
 

   

Practice, gaining, applying 
and refining skills to achieve 

threshold level of 

competence  
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All forms of assessment – 

i.e. the time taken in 

engagement in assessment 

activity in order to generate 
evidence of achievement. 

(This could include time for 

gathering evidence through 

Initial Assessment and 
Ongoing Review and or RPL) 

   

Total hours  
   

Average:  

Divided by 10 and rounded up or down to arrive at a credit value:  
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Appendix    

 
What do the Regulatory Arrangements for the QCF (2008) say? 

 

We have identified references11 to procedures for assigning credit values for QCF 

units as follows: 

 
Introduction 

 

The design of the QCF (P5)  

 
All units and qualifications in the QCF have a credit value (one credit represents 10 

hours, showing how much time and effort it takes to complete) and a level between 

Entry level and level 8 (showing the level of challenge or difficulty of it). 

 
Roles and responsibilities (P9)  

 

Organisations that are recognised to develop and submit units … must have 

procedures in place to ensure that units are developed according to QCF 
specifications and have robust levels and credit values. 

 

General 1.7 (P12) 

 

All units must identify a credit value for the unit which specifies the number of 
credits that will be awarded to a learner who has achieved the learning outcomes of 

the unit.  

 

This must be based on: 
 

a         one credit for those learning outcomes achievable in 10 hours of   learning 

 

b    learning time being defined as the time taken by learners at the level     of 
the unit, on average, to complete the learning outcomes of the unit to the 

standard determined by the assessment criteria 

 

c  the credit value of the unit remaining constant regardless of the 

method of assessment used or the qualification(s) to which it 
 contributes. 

 

Development 

 
3.2 (P22)  

 

When developing units, the organisation must have procedures in place 

 to: 
  

 c involve awarding organisations, where it is not itself an awarding 

  organisation 

 
 d  ensure accuracy and consistency in the determination of levels and 

  credit values 

 

 

 

                                                 
11

 Ofqual, DCELLS, CEA Regulatory arrangements for the Qualifications and Credit Framework 2008 
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Ongoing review 

 

3.3  (P22,23)  
 

The organisation must have procedures in place to: 

  

b   ensure continued accuracy and consistency in levels and credit values 
  of its units, in particular considering units in comparison with other 

  units in the unit databank 

 

c   ensure the continued compliance of the unit with the requirements 
  set out in the design features in Section 1 

d   use evidence from the delivery, assessment and awarding of the unit, 

  at appropriate times, as part of the review process. 

 
3.4 (P22, 23) 

 

  The organisation must supply information about its units, and the 

  processes used in their development and review, to the qualifications 

  regulators in order to support their activities to ensure consistency 
  across units. 


